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Bloom
Text by JoAnne Northrup M ost Californians aged thirty or older can tell you where they were and what they were doing when the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake hit. I had just started graduate school at the University of Southern California, and I remember calling a friend in San Francisco while the quake was still underway. She described her immediate experience of undulating streets and sidewalks, surfing the seismic waves, and struggling to stay upright. The catastrophic results of the quake included loss of human life and the collapse of the Nimitz Freeway in Oakland. How on earth can a seismic event like this be translated into an experience that, instead of being traumatic and frightening, is life affirming? The artist, roboticist, and University of California, Berkeley, engineering professor Ken Goldberg has been thinking about this for almost twenty years.
In 1997, Goldberg conceived of using a live seismic-data feed to activate an artwork he called mementomori. He met with colleagues at the UC Berkeley Seismological Lab to request access to the seismometer that continuously measures the Earth's motion on the Hayward Fault. After a series of conversations in which he assured them he would respect the data, they agreed. With an economy of means and in monochrome, Goldberg transformed the seismic data into a live display that resembles the readings of an electrocardiogram-in essence, the data represents the beating and dynamic shifts of the Earth's heart. There are emotional memories connected to such an interface-sitting with a loved one at the hospital, watching the trace go up and down measuring the heart's electrical activity. These are not necessarily happy memories.
The title of the work is derived from the Latin phrase meaning, ''Remember that you Bloom makes these shifts and changes visible.
The two most salient features of Bloom are its scale-it is viewed as a large, wall-sized projection in a designated gallery-and its beauty. The first thing we perceive is beauty;
next, we perceive the colors; and finally, after reading the explanatory text, we perceive the data.
For those who are less engaged with the making of art history and more scientifically oriented, the blooms can be described by these mathematical equations: If z(t) is the measured z-velocity at time t, then whenever z'(t) ¼ 0, we plot Bloom (tþ1) with radius r(tþ1) at position (tþ1, y(tþ1)), where y(tþ1) ¼ A z 00 (t), and r(tþ1) ¼ B |z(t)|. 
